BEST SETUP TO MONITOR COMBINE/GRAIN TRUCK

1) Camera mounted inside combine, monitors sieve or mounted on rear for backing up
2) Quad monitor mounted inside cab, allows driver to monitor all cameras simultaneously
3) Camera mounted in hopper, monitors capacity & cleanliness
4) Wireless monitor mounted inside cab, allows driver to monitor combine auger spout
5) Camera & transmitter mounted on auger spout, monitors unloading

ORDER NOW!
Components needed for this install:

1) Camera with cables
   PN: DMAC-C1L
2) 9inch quad monitor
   PN: DMAC-H9Q
3) Camera with cables
   PN: DMAC-C1L
4) 7 inch monitor with wireless receiver
   PN: DMAC-H7
   PN: DMAC-RHRX
   PN: DMAC-MA5
5) Camera with wireless transmitter
   PN: DMAC-C1L
   PN: DMAC-RHTX
   PN: DMAC-MA5